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our screen on samsung hlt5075sx xaa is full of white dots - source white dots all of screen sound like you have a bad
dlp chip this happens to a lot of samsung dlp tvs some of the mirrors are stuck they can appear as black dots or white dots
and it usually gets worse over time posted on feb 07 2010, national recalls free repair recall samsung dlp tv - free repair
recall samsung dlp tv models covered by settlement hl p series all models i also have problems with white dots samsung
hlt5075sx xaa date of manufacturer is june 2007 could it possibly be fixed or replaced i have a samsung dlp hdtv with model
hlt 4675sx xaa i started with one white dot then not even a month later i, i have a samsung hlt5075sx xaa about 2 weeks
ago we - i have a samsung hlt5075sx xaa about 2 weeks ago we started noticing tiny black dots on the screen the amount
of dots are increasing daily it appears to be the pixels but i was told that wasn t possible as projection tvs can t have the
pixels go out plz help, dlp tv white dot problem fixyourdlp com - the dlp tv white dot problem seems to happen after two
to five years usually when the warranty has expired certain brands seem more vulnerable than others to the white dot
syndrome samsung and mitsubishi dlp tvs have been plagued with the problems for several years now sony and jvc choose
to take the tvs set off the market in response to, samsung 4719 001981 1272 5003w dlp chip original new - this samsung
4719 001981 1272 5003w dlp chip original new 4719 001981 works for these tv models rca m50wh92syx1 samsung hl
85086w samsung hlr5067wax xaa samsung hls4266wx xaa samsung hls4666wx xaa samsung hls4676sx xaa samsung
hls5065wx xaa samsung hls5086wx xaa samsung hls5086wx xac samsung hls5665ws samsung hls5665wx xaa samsung
hls5686wx xaa samsung hls5686wx xac, samsung dlp white dots on screen best buy support - my 46 samsung is three
years old and white dots started appearing two weeks ago i get one or two new dots everyday now i called samsung and
they setup a service call with a repair center that is authorized to repair the white dot problem samsung said they will repair
the my tv for free, samsung dlp white spot dot tv dlp repair fix 4719 001981 4719 001997 - pioneer plasma pro 111fd pro
151fd pdp 5020fd pdp 6020fd 8 blue blinks aww1352 aww1353 repair fix duration 8 12 norcal715 81 672 views, 2007 dlp tv
txx75 series owner information support - get access to helpful solutions how to guides owners manuals and product
specifications for your 2007 dlp tv txx75 series from samsung us support, samsung hlt6756wx xaa ebay - save samsung
hlt6756wx xaa to get e mail alerts and updates on your ebay feed items in search results new samsung hl t6756w hlt6756wx
xaa dlp ic chip fix repair white dots q135 brand new 227 95 buy it now samsung hlt5075sx xaa samsung bp44 01002a
pn082dps vf power supply pre owned 39 95, samsung s digital world dlp tv settlement notice - if you bought or received
as a gift one of the samsung dlp televisions listed below and the television has developed a shadow along the edge of the
display you may be entitled to a free repair to eliminate the shadow under a class action settlement concerning this issue,
small spots on my samsung hlt5075sx screen started with 1 - white small spots on my samsung hlt5075sx screen
started with 1 now have 3 show more show less hello i have a question about a samsung hlt5075sx xaa dlp tv few months
ago thought the lamp just went out all 3 led s where blinking so i got a new bulb still didnt turn on so returned i have a
hlt5075sx xaa it started with one white dot, amazon com samsung 4719 001981 dlp board electronics - my 50 samsung
720p suddenly began suffering from the infamous bright and dark dots plague this unit perfectly replaced my old and ailing
original dlp chip in my set and restored the picture to pristine as new quality not particularly difficult to remove and replace
old chip i just followed the videos for my set as found on youtube, samsung hlt5075sx xaa user manual ver 1 0 - get
samsung hlt5075sx xaa user manual ver 1 0 get all samsung manuals
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